
Urgent Aid for the Preservation of the Research Capabilities of Ukraine

The Krzysztof  Skubiszewski  Foundation,  in  cooperation  with the  Centre  for  East  European Studies,  University  of
Warsaw, is launching an urgent campaign of financial aid to scholars who are victims of the ongoing aggression of
Russia and Belarus against Ukraine.

The campaign aims at preserving the research capabilities of Ukraine to the greatest extent possible. Aid will be granted
individually to scholars present in Ukraine or in Poland. Depending on the needs, the aid may cover the living expenses
of the scholar and/or the cost of conducting research.

We will choose the grantees and will determine the amounts and conditions of the grants based on the objective of the
campaign, to wit: the preservation of the research capabilities of Ukraine. The two following criteria will be decisive in
guiding our choice of the grantees: 

• First, the potential of the scholar, which will be assessed primarily based on the quality and significance of
his/her scholar accomplishments so far. However, those who have limited accomplishments due to their young
age but are promising scholars, are eligible for our grants, too.

• Second, the objective to be achieved by a given grant: we will  assess whether the proposed objective is
clearly described,  realistic  and of  significant  importance to  the  preservation of  the  research capabilities  of
Ukraine. Examples objectives include conducting research that has become urgent due to the war; continuing
research in progress that was interrupted by the hostilities (for example, completing a PhD); allowing a scholar
to conduct research during an interim period, so that he/she can return to research work in Ukraine later, once
normalcy is restored, and does not have to change profession and/or emigrate in the meantime (or can return
from emigration as soon as the situation permits).

The basic form of aid granted as part of this campaign will consist of a living allowance of €400 per month for six
months paid to the scholar. Additionally, accommodation will be provided to the scholar if necessary.

A living allowance higher than the above-described basic form of aid will be paid when justified, in particular, by the
need to  support  the  scholar's  family,  by  the  scholar's  health  or  disability,  his/her  age  and/or  previous  outstanding
achievements.

The living allowance may be granted for a period of time other than six months. Depending on the Foundation’s budget
and if justified by the circumstances, the duration of the allowance may be subsequently extended,

The Foundation will  separately fund necessary costs of  conducting research (e.g.  books,  necessary travel,  costs  of
laboratory or field research).

The  total  budget  that  the  Foundation  is  allocating  to  this  campaign  will  be  no  less  than
€120,000.

Applications  can  be  submitted  starting  today  until  further  notice.  They  will  be
considered on a rolling basis: the sooner an application is submitted, the sooner the
applicant will receive a reply.

Applications must be submitted by electronic form.  A link to the form can be
found here:  apply.skubi.eu.org

Contact: stypendia@skubi.net phone +48 731 164 682 or phone or Signal +48
883 188 969.  The  Krzysztof  Skubiszewski  Foundation  –  Fundacja  imienia
Krzysztofa  Skubiszewskiego,  ul.  Karowa  18a  lok.  21,  00-324  Warszawa,
Poland.
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For the Management Board of the Krzysztof Skubiszewski Foundation

President of the Board Piotr Skubiszewski

Krzysztof Skubiszewski during a meeting with Manfred Wörner, the 
Secretary-General of NATO, in Brussels on 21 March 1990.
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